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PENGUIN TRAVEL 2023/24 season  

Tour Descriptions 

Volunteer Point   Kelp Point 

74 Days     
The story of 1982 

Bertha’s Beach     Falkland Battlefields 

Stanley Highlights 



 

Useful information and contact details 

Penguin Travel has been established since 2005 and is part of a much larger and older organisation, The 

Falkland Islands Company Ltd (FIC) which was established in 1852. 

Accredited with IAATO (International Association Antarctica Tour Operators) and an Antarctic  

Ambassador, Penguin Travel pride themselves on being a part of organisations that care for their  

environment.  

In the last few years the Falkland Islands Tourist Board have been awarding local businesses awards for 

many accomplishments. Penguin Travel was proud to be awarded “The Best Visitor Experience Award” in 

2017/ 2018/ 2019 and 2020 & 2023 for one of our sell out tours 74 Days to Victory. In 2020 & 2023  

Penguin Travel also won Agency of the Year award.  

Penguin Travel offer a range of services, with a main focus on tours and services to cruise 

ships and their passengers using our great team of guides and port agents.  

Our extensive range of tours offer a unique and unforgettable experience, exploring the  

diversity of East Falkland. 

We invite you to come and explore the wonders of the Falklands with us.  

CONTACT US 

Penguin Travel 

Email: penguin.travel@fic.co.fk  

Telephone: +500 27632  

www.penguintravelfic.com 

Find us Social Media  

               @penguintravel  

 

                            @penguintravelfi  
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Activity Level Scale  

Activity Levels 

The tours are ranked using a traffic light system of green, amber and red.  

 

Easy (light walking) 

 

Moderate (walk and climb) 

 

Strenuous (highly active)  

 

We also recommend to dress appropriately for the weather with a wind/waterproof coat and 

sensible footwear.  
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Marta Allendes Marta Allendes 

$105.00 per person 

and City Tour 
Taste of the Falklands  

Transportation: Minibus          Food/Beverage: Traditional Falklands food & drink 

Easy (light walking) 

Tour Description 

Take a wind through the streets of Stanley and beyond with your very own exclusive, local guide.  Along 
this segment of the tour you will see popular attractions such as Whale Bone Arch, the Lady Elizabeth 
wreck, the Totem Pole and many other great photo opportunities not to be missed. 

 

Your local guide will drive your exclusive group to the local spot known as The Camber, (opposite side of 
Stanley Harbour) a sheltered picnic area and tastes of the Falklands will await. 

 

The view of Stanley alone is a great sight and photo opportunity, being able to marvel in the simple fact 
that nobody else will be eating and drinking with this view is the icing on the cake. 

 

Food and beverages include traditional meat of the Falklands, locally caught fish and locally grown  
salads. This food will be complimented with a taster of locally brewed beer and locally distilled gin. 

 

Your tour will end when the food runs out and your bellies are full of good views and good food. 

Minimum: 8    Maximum: 32           Duration: 3hrs 

NEW TOUR 
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Marta Allendes 

Marta Allendes Marta Allendes 

$80.00 per person Minimum: 12    Maximum: 16           Duration: 4.5hrs 

Fitzroy Farm Tour 

Transportation: Minibus                             Food/Beverage: Traditional Smoko 

Moderate (walk and climb) 

Tour Description 

Guests will embark on a drive to Fitzroy where the driver/guide will give brief history of the Falklands, 

talk about how sheep farming started and up to present day, including an introduction to how Falkland 

Landholdings Corporation, who own Fitzroy, came about and its role in Falklands farming. 

Transport goes directly to shearing shed and passengers alight and walk few steps to sheep pens at rear 

of shed.   Display of dog handling bringing sheep forward into pen and then into shearing shed. Short 

shearing demonstration (2 or 3 sheep) including wool handling demonstration and talk about the  

process from sheep to market.    

After this segment, you will enjoy a smoko in the settlement Hall and use of restrooms. Smoko is the  

traditional name for mid morning or afternoon break … you will be served homemade cakes and  

biscuits, including scones with cream and jam, and savoury pastries by a Falkland Islands Tourist Board 

“Taste of the Falklands” winner.  

Farm Manager Gilberto, his partner Suzi, plus Fitzroy residents are on hand to answer questions and/or 

give short talk on life and farming in the Falkland Islands. Opportunity to buy small locally crafted  

souvenirs.  The Settlement Hall also has some displays of 1982 history, particularly the role Fitzroy and 

surrounding area played. 

If weather is incumbent for outdoor parts, then hens, sheep, miniature horses can be bought to hall for 

viewing.  View polytunnels and vegetable gardens; see/feed/pet sheep and miniature horses; talk about 

holistic /managed grazing, water & energy sources for the farm. 

NEW TOUR 
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$115.00 per person Minimum: 35    Maximum: 50           Duration: 4hrs 

74 Days to Victory  

Transportation: Minibus/coach                    Food/Beverage: Traditional Smoko 

Moderate (walk and climb) 

Tour Description 

Guests will start their journey by meeting our expert guides and boarding the minibus/ coach for a  

leisurely and informative drive to Fitzroy Farm settlement. Along the route the guide will tell the guests 

the history prior to the 1982 conflict, the way of life in the Falkland Islands and the aftermath of the ‘82 

conflict. The guide will also be pointing out infamous battle mountains and detailing when significant. 

 

On the way to Fitzroy guests will enjoy the farmlands of sheep, cattle and horses grazing in the vast 

white grasslands of the open surroundings and landscape of the Falkland Islands. On the way out to  

Fitzroy guests will also encounter the Falkland Islands Government Pony Pass Quarry, wind farm and  

abattoir, Boot Hill which sites where minefields used to lay on both sides of the road framed by the 

mountains carved with curious rock formations known as Stone Runs.  

Once at Fitzroy guests will enjoy more history of the 1982 conflict and a delicious homemade ‘smoko’ 

before making their way back to Stanley.  

Award Winning 
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Marta Allendes 

Marta Allendes Marta Allendes 

$222.00 per person 

Volunteer Point 

Transportation: 4x4 vehicles                       Food/Beverage: Box lunch 

Strenuous (highly active)  

Tour Description 

Volunteer Point for even the most jaded traveller is not to be passed up. In addition to the world’s most 

Northerly King Penguin colony there are also Gentoo and Magellanic Penguins at this unique and  

stunning spot.  

Volunteer Point is about 50 miles from the Capital, Stanley, and takes over 2 hours of driving to reach. 

Most of the driving is on a road network however for a quarter of the excursion an adventure awaits 

when the road runs out at Johnson Harbour (a traditional sheep farm) and very skilled 4x4 drivers show 

guests what off-roading is in the Falkland Islands. On a white grassy track, through peaty water streams, 

over bridges, ditches and peat bogs to an opening that will never be forgotten. Do not be put off by the 

drive there as that will soon be rewarded with the stunning beauty of the King Penguin colony situated 

between a saltwater lagoon and the most pristine white-sand beach you will ever encounter.  

There are superb photographic opportunities as the elegant penguins pose, dressed in their white, gold 

and yellow feather tuxedo’s stand, feed, waddle, dive and swim. Up to 2 hours stay at the location  

provides time to see the penguins and enjoy a freshly made packed-lunch before setting off back to 

Stanley.  

Minimum: 8    Maximum: 40           Duration: 7hrs 
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Marta Allendes Marta Allendes 

$250.00 per person Minimum: 12    Maximum: 24           Duration: 6.5hrs 

Kelp Point 

Transportation: 4x4 vehicles                         Food/Beverage: Box lunch 

Moderate (walk and climb) 

Tour Description 

Kelp Point Exclusive Wildlife Tour encompasses the secluded natural beauty and history that the  

Falkland Islands has to offer.  

During this excursion, guests will travel in 4x4 vehicles beginning with an hour on the Islands main road  

network, winding through the rugged landscape seeing unique geological stone runs catalogued by 

Charles Darwin himself.  

Guests will then embark on an approximately 1.5hr off road excursion through one of the Falklands  

largest farms before arriving at the picturesque Elephant Seal colony at Kelp Point.  

After watching the Elephant Seals wallow, the group will travel a short distance to visit St. Mary’s wreck. 

An American fully-rigged ship that never made it back to Maine (America) from her maiden voyage and 

now lays on the coast of East Falklands.  

After St. Mary’s wreck guests will travel a small distance to a recently established Gentoo penguin  

rookery on a charming crisp white sand beach to enjoy a packed lunch and have a stroll, taking in the 

stunning views and the sounds of Gentoo’s chatting and feeding.  

Exclusive Wildlife 

Excursion 
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Paul Davis 

$75.00 per person Minimum: 10    Maximum: 50           Duration: 2.5 hrs 

Falklands Battlefields 

Transportation: Minibus/coach                    Food/Beverage: N/A 

Moderate (walk and climb) 

Tour Description 

This tour is designed for the history and military buffs. On the Battlefield tour guests will be driven 
through the battlefields of the Falkland Islands war of 1982. 40 years ago Argentina invaded these 
peaceful islands into a 74 day battle that proved hard on the people and land with over 900 military lives 
lost all together from both sides.  

Guests will visit many of the mountains where many of the battles happened but can also be seen as a  
landscape of beauty, unity and courage, standing tall, rugged and carved with Stone runs. The coach will 
wind through the valleys to Estancia Farm where there was a major base for hundreds of British Troops. 
The coach will stop here and passengers can leave to take in the views while the guide explains the  
famous “yomp” from San Carlos to the battle of Goose Green. 

 

Some of the other sites that guests will visit are Goose Green where the first major land victory 
happened after weeks of locals being under arrest in the hall; Two Sisters where one of the most famous 
battles of the war commenced between the Marines and Argentine troops; Mount Tumbledown that 
even now still has remains of the battle scared into the landscape including an Argentine kitchen still sat 
in the same position, 40 years on and the wreckage of the Chinook and Puma Aircraft buried into the 
side of a mountainous valley. 

Guests will feel the power of how passionate the local guides are that will tell the harrowing and  
sensitive story of the 82 battlefield sites with much knowledge to remember.  
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$133.00 per person Minimum: 16    Maximum: 32           Duration: 4hrs 

Bertha’s Beach 

Transportation: Minibus/coach                    Food/Beverage: Baked goods 

Moderate (walk and climb) 

Tour Description 

Guests will travel on the Islands main road network, winding through the rugged Falklands landscape, 

taking in unique geological stone runs, catalogued by Charles Darwin himself.  

After approximately 1hr the gusts will embark on a 30 minute off-roading experience through the  

flatlands before arriving at the spectacular and pristine Bertha’s Beach.  

The flatlands is a great host for some of the islands most elusive waterfowl such as the graceful Black 

Neck Swan, Chiloe Wigeon, Silver Teal, Speckled Teal and the Silvery Grebe. Bertha’s Beach itself is 

home to an 800 strong Gentoo Penguin colony.  

The flora is also just as impressive at Bertha’s Beach with over 80 different flowering plants have been 

recorded, five of which are endemic to the Falkland Islands. 

Guests will have approximately 1 hour at the beach to enjoy the wildlife and scenery before returning to 

Stanley.  
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Sam 
$40.00 per person Minimum: 12    Maximum: 15           Duration: 2hrs 

City Walking Tour 

Transportation: N/A                                        Food/Beverage: N/A 

Moderate (walk and climb) 

Tour Description 

On this tour guests will follow their guide from the pier along the front road on a historic walk through 

the colourful and different city of Stanley. Iconic sites such as the 19th century Christ Church Cathedral 

and a Victorian-style Royal Falkland Islands Police Station with its famous ‘S’ wall brackets remnant from 

when it was hit by a missile in the 1982 war.  

Continuing past the police station guests will see the Town Hall (home to the court rooms) past the Post 

Office where there is a chance to post a letter through the truly British red post-box and pose in the red 

telephone box. Guests will view the 1982 Liberation Monument, take in the elegance of the Governors 

House, built in the 1840s and residence to His Excellency the Falkland Islands Governor.  

Tour the History Dockyard Museum featuring exhibits of the social, military and natural history of the 

Falkland Islands dating back to when the first explorers travelled to this remote corner of the world.  
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Marta Allendes Marta Allendes 

$68.00 per person 

Nature Trek 

Transportation: Minibus (to start location)                   Food/Beverage: N/A 

Strenuous (highly active)  

Tour Description 

This tour is for guests who are wildlife enthusiasts. An exclusive opportunity to view the impressive  

birdlife of the Falkland Islands with an expert local guide across uneven and rough terrain for 3 ½ miles. 

Guests will meet their guide on the pier and transfer to a mini-bus for a very short journey to the Lady 

Elizabeth, a famous and iconic ship wreck, where the walk will begin. 

Along the rugged shoreline of this tour guests will experience a wide variety, however not all wildlife can 

be guaranteed. Just some of the bird species that can be expected to see on this trek are: Dark-faced 

Ground Tyrants, Falklands Thrush, Upland Geese, Long-Tailed Meadowlark (known locally as a Robin 

with it’s bright red breast), Falkland Flightless Steamer duck, Rock Cormorants, Southern Giant Petrels, 

Sooty Shearwaters, Blacked Throated Finches, and up to as many as 30 other species.  

There are spectacular views of Stanley all the way along from the picturesque bay where the Lady  

Elizabeth lays. Please note that guests are advised to bring Binoculars and camera. Any guests that have 

difficulty walking will not be permitted to go on this tour due to the rough and uneven terrain that will 

be walked over, guests must be extremely physically able. Suitable footwear and warm, layered and  

waterproof clothing is essential. 

Minimum: 12    Maximum: 16           Duration: 3hrs 
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Nicholas Bonner 

$90.00 per person Minimum: 12    Maximum: 16           Duration: 2.5hrs 

Joe’s Gentoos 

Transportation: Minibus and 4x4 vehicle        Food/Beverage: Traditional Smoko 

Moderate (walk and climb) 

Tour Description 

Guests will be transported from the pier to Newmans’ Farm which is a short drive away from Stanley 

where they will then transfer into 4x4 off-road vehicles. This is where the real adventure begins with a 

20minute off-road experience to the Gentoo Penguin rookery. Guests will enjoy approximately one hour 

with the penguins. Other birds can also be spotted in the area, such as Southern Giant Petrels, Skuas, 

Rock Cormorants, Turkey Vultures and occasionally Falkland Islands Flightless Steamer Ducks, all in their 

natural and idyllic environment.  

 

Also from the Beach Point you can see Wickham Heights (which includes the Island’s tallest peak) and 

the islands’ coastline packed full of exciting bird and marine life.  
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Marta Allendes Marta Allendes 

$46.00 per person Minimum: 25    Maximum: 40           Duration: 2hrs 

Stanley Highlights 

Transportation: Town Bus                           Food/Beverage: N/A 

Moderate (walk and climb) 

Tour Description 

Guests will experience local guides first hand experiences of living in the Falklands and many of the  

historical features of the serene and colourful capital city of Stanley while on this coach tour.  

Starting at the pier the coach will pass the Cross of Sacrifice, the 1982 Memorial Woods and cemetery 

on route to the famous Lady ‘Liz, a beautiful ship wreck that has become an iconic stop for both locals 

and visitors to gaze at, with Stanley and the Harbour in the breath-taking view. 

A short drive from the Lady Elizabeth guests will see the domestic airport FIGAS before passing the  

pristine white sands of an open wide shore known as Surf Bay. 

Returning back to Stanley there will be a short pause outside Government House, the residence of the 

Falkland Islands Governor, before continuing past the 1982 Liberation Monument and ending at the  

Historical Dockyard Museum which offers a great insight into the life of the islands, war history and  

natural history.  

This tour guarantees guests the best and most iconic sights in the capital such as the Christ Church  

Cathedral with its Whale Bone Arch, the Jubilee Villa’s and the 1914 World War Monument. Something 

for all to see on this informative tour.  
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Marta Allendes Marta Allendes 

$70.00 per person 

(in Spanish) 
Argentine Cemetery at Darwin 

Transportation: Minibus/coach                   Food/Beverage: Baked goods 

Easy (light walking) 

Tour Description 

As guests embark on what can be an emotional and sensitive tour they will go through the main street 

of Stanley past shops, cafes, the Christ Church Cathedral, Whale Bone arch, Police Station and  

Government house and many other buildings and sights of significance.  

Along the winding roads through the rugged landscape of the mountainous Falkland Islands, the expert 

guide will talk of the life in the islands and speak of the battles in the mountains that were fought on in 

1982.  

Guests will pass by the military base that still has great presence in the Falkland Islands which has  

become second nature to the locals to see on the way to Goose Green. There will be a short break to 

stretch legs at Goose Green before guests continue to Darwin where some of the Argentines who lost 

their life in the war have been laid to rest. Here the guests will have time to pay their respects. There 

will be approximately 30-45 minutes, weather depending with a packed included.  

The return to Stanley is along the same road where guests will have time to reflect on what has been 

seen and to rest or ask questions.  

This tour is predominantly in Spanish.  

Minimum: 16    Maximum: 50           Duration: 4.5hrs 
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Sulivan Shipping Services Limited: 

Based in Stanley, Falkland Islands, Sulivan Shipping Service Ltd has been providing services to their 

maritime clients since the late 1980's, providing fast and efficient vessel support in the South 

Atlantic.  

Services provided include, port agency to cruise vessels, fishing vessels and transport vessel owners. 

Activities also undertaken include an excellent variety of shore excursions for cruise ships, as well as 

the company being involved in a joint venture running the maritime / aviation security operation for 

the Falkland Islands Government. For a full range of services explore our website. 

 

Tourism:  

We are currently agents for the majority of cruise vessels visiting the Falklands. Our clients include 

expedition vessels, super yachts and the much larger cruise vessels operating throughout South 

America. We have extensive experience in all aspects of ship requirements when visiting the 

Falklands and can give advice on itinerary planning, shore excursions, wildlife hotspots, site 

guidelines and anchorages. 

Sulivan Shipping representatives attend the Cruise Shipping Miami Conference and the International 

Association of Antarctica Tour meetings annually, this gives the unique opportunity to meet with 

existing and future clients, to keep up to date with the cruise industry and make key contacts.  

We are also members of The World’s Leading Ground Operators providing us with a global network 

of Ground Operators. 
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Battlefields - A Mountain Perspective 

 

 

 

 

 

After joining the coach at the JVC, you will depart Stanley travelling west while your guide 

provides an overview of the political and socio-economic history of the Islands. The coach will 

travel directly to the epicentre of the main battles fought during the conflict in 1982, en-route 

you will enjoy beautiful panoramas taking in the famous “Boot Hill” and the wind turbines that 

supply the capital with up to 40% of its energy requirements.  

During this part of the journey your guide will explain the events that led up to the 1982 conflict 

culminating with the arrival of British Forces at San Carlos on Landing Day as you arrive at 

Estancia Farm. Estancia Farm became a base for hundreds of British troops from the beginning of 

June 1982. A large group of local men and women went to Estancia Farm to help look after the 

troops, even using their off-road driving skills to move munitions under the cover of darkness up 

the mountain sides.  

The coach will stop here, and passengers can leave the bus to enjoy the views west while the 

Guide explains about the famous “yomp” from San Carlos and the battle for Goose Green. The 

coach will depart here heading east towards Stanley while the Guide explains how British forces 

moved forwards and positioned themselves around the mountains surrounding Stanley.   

The Coach will make 2 further stops, the first at the site of the wreckage of the Chinook and Puma 

and the second at a location where passengers can enjoy the view of Stanley and the surrounding 

five battle site mountains, while the Guide provides details about the final battles that took place 

in the run up to the Liberation of Stanley on 14th June 1982. 

Cost: USD73 per person   Minimum: 28  Maximum:45   Duration: 2.5 Hours  
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Bird Watching 

 

Note: Please note this tour is unsuitable for passengers with neck, hip and back problems due to the hike over uneven 

ground. 

 

 

 

 

Join us for an exclusive opportunity to view and photograph the finest of landscapes, fauna 

and flora. You will be met by your knowledgeable guide. You will view endemic and rare 

species of bird in their natural habitat as well as the more conspicuous predators and 

seabirds.  

Species that may be seen include: Rufus chested dotterel, two banded plovers, Magellanic 

snipe, Falklands grass wren, grebe, the endemic Falkland flightless steamer duck, Chiloe 

widgeon, long tailed meadow lark, dark faced ground tyrant, South American turn, 

Magellanic and blackish oyster catchers, ruddy headed and upland goose, southern giant 

petrel, Patagonian crested duck, rock cormorant, crested duck, variable hawk, Falkland 

thrush, black throated finch and many other species. 

 Your guide will also draw your attention to flora such as the endemic and rare Falkland rock 

cress, vanilla daisy, scurvy grass, dog orchid, smooth yellow daisy, snake plant, wild celery, 

almond flower, Fachine, and pale maiden depending on time of season. Being part of a small 

group gives this tour the flexibility to cater for the flora or fauna enthusiast or indeed those 

interested in both!  

This tour entails hiking over uneven ground, we do not advise participation of this tour for 

guests with mobility, neck and back problems. 

 

Cost: USD68 per person  Minimum: 10  Maximum: 10   Duration: 3 hours 
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Fitzroy Farm Tour 

 

 

 

 

Drive Stanley to Fitzroy.  Driver/guide will give brief history of the Falklands, talk about how 

sheep farming started and up to present day, including an introduction to how Falkland 

Landholdings Corporation, who own Fitzroy, came about and its role in Falklands farming. 

Transport goes directly to shearing shed and passengers alight and walk few steps to sheep 

pens at rear of shed.   Display of dog handling bringing sheep forward into pen and then into 

shearing shed. Pax enter shed through main door.  Short talk given on the layout of the shed, 

showing shearing floor and wool preparation, classing and pressing areas. 

Short shearing demonstration (2 or 3 sheep) including wool handling demonstration and talk 

about the process from sheep to market.   Including display of farm vehicles outside shed to 

show progress from horses to quads/motorbikes and 4x4 vehicles for farm work. Opportunity 

to feel the wool. Pax walk (approx. 150 meters) or drive to Settlement Hall. Smoko in 

Settlement Hall and use of restrooms.   Smoko is the traditional name for mid-morning or 

afternoon break, you will be served homemade cakes and biscuits, including scones with 

cream and jam, and savoury pastries by a Falkland Islands Tourist Board “Taste of the 

Falklands” winner.  

Farm Manager Gilberto, his partner Suzi, plus Fitzroy residents are on hand to answer 

questions and/or give short talk on life and farming in the Falkland Islands. 

Opportunity to buy small locally crafted souvenirs.  The Settlement Hall also has some 

displays of 1982 history, particularly the role Fitzroy and surrounding area played. If weather 

is incumbent for outdoor parts, then hens, sheep, miniature horses can be bought to hall for 

viewing. Pax walk from Settlement Hall (approx. 300 meters) or drive to 

polytunnels/vegetable gardens (there is a very short walk for pax from gate to tunnels). View 

polytunnels and vegetable gardens; see/feed/pet sheep and miniature horses; talk about 

holistic /managed grazing, water & energy sources for the farm. Pax can then either walk 

across field past old cow shed and dog runs and on to hen runs for a further insight into life 

on a farm.    And then make their way to the Farm Managers House to see their flower 

garden. 

Alternatively, pax can re-join minibuses and drive to Farm Managers House to look around 

garden, see display of horse gear and gear making tools in house, and use restroom. Drive 

back to Stanley, with chances to see unique local geology in form of stone runs, and one of 

the key 1982 Battle Mountains.   Opportunity to stop at key points for photography." 

 

Cost: USD112 per person  Minimum:  20  Maximum: 32   Duration: 4.5 hours 
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Fitzroy Farm Tour 
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Joes Gentoo’s Penguins at Newans Station 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note: Please note this tour is unsuitable for passengers with neck, hip and back problems due to the ‘off road’ driving. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Small groups make this trip to nearby Newans Station a trip to remember! Join your mini-bus 

and driver guide at the Jetty Visitor Centre, making a 15-minute transfer to nearby Newans 

Farm.  

Here you will meet your 4x4 drivers, who will take you to the nearby gentoo penguins. 

Experience an off-road adventure and admire the scenery whilst learning more about the 

Falklands way of life from your experienced 4x4 drivers.  

There are approximately 200 breeding pairs of gentoo penguins at this scenic site. Guests will 

enjoy around 45 minutes with the gentoo penguins, before your returning off road journey. 

There are basic facilities at this site, providing shelter and a bathroom. This tour uses 4x4 

vehicles and entails hiking over uneven ground, we do not advise participation of this tour 

for guests with mobility, neck, and back problems. 

Cost: USD90 per person  Minimum: 16 Maximum: 16   Duration: 2 hours  
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Nature Trek 

 

Note: Please note this tour involves a 3.5 miles trek over uneven ground. Guests must be physically fit enough for this trek. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For the nature enthusiast, this is an exclusive opportunity to view Falkland Islands wildlife 

and flora. Passengers will be transported from the Jetty Visitors Centre by minibus to nearby 

Whalebone Cove; where the walk will begin.  

This tour entails 3.5 miles of brisk walking over uneven terrain, so passengers must be 

physically able. This walk is classed as strenuous due to the rough terrain.  The expert guide 

will distribute a specially tour specific illustrated checklist and give a general background to 

Falkland wildlife and what you might expect to see on this tour.  

As well as seeing numerous species of flora and fauna, there are also spectacular views of 

Stanley.  It is recommended passengers bring Binoculars, Camera and Pen or Pencil.  Due to 

changeable weather, it is advisable passengers bring warm and waterproof clothing and wear 

sensible footwear. 

Cost: USD68 per person  Minimum: 10 Maximum: 14  Duration: 3 hours  
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Exclusive & Enriching - Private small group visit to the Seal 

Bay Penguins 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note: Please note this tour is unsuitable for passengers with neck, hip and back problems due to the ‘off road’ driving. 

This tour begins in the frontier town of Port Stanley where you will be met by your local driver at 

the tender drop off point. You will then travel in 4x4 vehicles driving to Port Louis Farm. You will 

drive on road for 1 hour and then continue off road for 12 miles which takes 1½ hours, a unique 

experience not to be missed! Your tour will be accompanied by one or more of the Gilding family 

who have owned Port Louis for 22 years. The number of guests visiting Seal Bay is strictly limited 

by the family to 32 per day and open just 5 months of the year remaining one of the most 

exclusive tours within the Falkland Islands.  

Our first stop will be at the Rockhopper penguins where Macaroni penguins can also be sighted. 

Here, you will have approximately one hour to take photos and merely marvel at these normally 

elusive birds. There is a restroom within walking distance of the site. While at this site we will 

take your group photograph with your drivers which you can take back to your ship immediately, 

providing a great memory of this wonderful experience.  

Your next stop is a 20-minute drive to Swan Pond where you get to experience driving through 

this expansive pond, another adventure with great photo opportunities! You will then be driven 

onto the beautiful white sandy beach where tables are set up to eat your lunch. On the beach, 

Gentoo and Magellanic penguins can be seen along with the occasional King penguin and Sea 

Lion plus other native birds such as Oyster Catchers, Grebes, Logger Ducks, Grey Ducks, Kelp 

Geese and Upland Geese. Enjoy your packed lunch and some homemade soup along with a hot 

tea and coffee enjoying the expansive yet private beach views of North Falklands.  

Your next and final stop is at the Gentoo penguin colony where we often see one or two King 

penguins hanging out as well if you are lucky! This is a great final photo opportunity and rounds 

your wildlife packed day off nicely before we head back to Port Stanley. Once in the Capital town, 

time permitting, our drivers will offer to give you a short tour of the town pointing out highlights 

before dropping you back to the jetty to catch your tender.   

Cost: USD295 per person Minimum: 8 Maximum: 32  Duration: 7 hours  
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Stanley Highlights 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This is the ideal tour, if you wish to see the highlights of Stanley in a short space of time. 

Passengers will firstly be met by a local guide to get an introduction to the Falklands small capital. 

As the coach drives along Ross Road, Stanley’s main Street which runs along the sea front, the 

guide will point out everything that may be of interest to passengers. Apart from the major 

highlights, which include the Cathedral with its Whale Bone Arch, the 1982 Battle Memorial, 

wrecks of the old sailing ships, a private whalebone display, the Stanley Airport, and some of 

Stanley’s original houses, passengers will also see the Hospital, Government House, The 

Community School, The Mizzen Mast from the famous ‘SS Great Britain’, and Stanley’s various 

hotels to give passengers an idea of the Islanders’ daily life in this rugged, remote but beautiful 

location.  

The guides commentary and stories will provide additional insight about the Falklands’ Heritage, 

social habits, and economy. Passengers will also be taken out of the town and will be able to see a 

stunning view of Stanley from the bottom of the harbour and the shipwreck the Lady Elizabeth.  

Various species of flora and fauna can also be seen on this tour, including the Upland Goose and 

Flightless Steamer duck.  

The tour finishes at Historic Dockyard and Museum with the option of being dropped at the Jetty 

Visitor Centre instead.  Learn more about the Falklands social, maritime, military, and natural 

history at our new Historic Dockyard. * Please note that some buses may take different routes to 

avoid congestion at key sites. Free entry to Nutt Cartmell Cottage (original 1849 cottage recreated 

in period style of the 1850s, 1940s and 1970s).   

 

Cost: USD61 per person  Minimum: 28 Maximum: 40  Duration: 2 hours 
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Stanley History 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This two-hour guided walk-through Stanley is an ideal opportunity to understand the 
pioneering history of the tiny capital of the Falkland Islands and all its fascinating evidence 
of very British roots.  
 
Beginning at the Jetty Visitor’s Centre the group will walk to the nearby Christ Church 
Cathedral and the Whalebone Arch. The walk will then progress to the oldest streets of 
Stanley, where the guide will describe not only the main characteristics of the town’s 
architecture, but the destruction caused to it and its occupants by the peat slips of 1878 
and 1886. Visit Nutt Cartmell Cottage located on one of Stanley’s oldest streets Pioneer 
Row. Cartmell Cottage was one of thirty kits sent from Britain in 1849 for a detachment of 
military ‘pensioners’ who came to the Islands as settlers in the mid-1800s.  
Your walk continues through the older streets of Stanley, taking in Government House, the 
1982 Liberation Monument and then enjoy a traditional Falklands Smoko in the Malvina 
House Hotel before finishing at the Historic Dockyard and Museum which you can enjoy at 
your leisure. 

Cost: USD56 per person  Minimum: 10 Maximum: 10   Duration: 2 hours  
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Volunteer Point 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note: Please note this tour is unsuitable for passengers with neck, hip and back problems due to the ‘off road’ driving. 

Join your driver/guide on an epic journey in a 4x4 to Volunteer Point, home to 1200 King 

Penguins.  There are also approximately 500 Gentoo Penguins and Magellanic Penguins to be 

seen, a superb location where three species of penguin can be viewed.   

Volunteer Point is approximately 2.5 hours’ drive from Stanley, most this is “off road”.  On 

your journey, you will see many of the famous battlefield sites and remnants from the 1982 

conflict; you will also pass by many unique rock formations, known locally as “stone runs”, 

whilst taking in the beautiful, rugged landscape. The King Penguin colony is located between 

a white sand beach and a lagoon, which makes for fantastic photographic opportunities and 

an abundance of wildlife.   

Stroll along the beach and see all three-penguin species together, there are also many 

species of birds to be seen in this area including Magellanic Snipe, Dark Faced Ground 

Tyrants, Falkland Pipits and Upland Geese.  

This is an all-round Falkland experience, learn about our history, culture and see our 

spectacular wildlife.  Each passenger will be provided with a packed lunch, water, and an 

information pack.  Toilet facilities are situated at the site, and passengers are advised to bring 

warm waterproof clothing and wear sensible footwear.  Please note this tour is unsuitable for 

passengers with neck, hip, and back problems due to the “off road” driving. *This tour is also 

subject to track conditions. 

Cost: USD222 per person Minimum: 20 Maximum: 40  Duration: 7 hours  
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Walk Stanley 

 

 

 

 

 

 

On your arrival into Stanley Harbour the first thing you will notice is the fantastic colours of 

our capital and what better way to get acquainted than with a guided walk through out 

picturesque streets.  

The walk takes in key sights around Stanley such as Christchurch Cathedral, Whale Bone 

Arch, the mizzen mast of SS Great Britain on Victory Green, the 1982 Battle Memorial, 

Government House and many more. It also gives you a great foundation to explore further 

once the tour has ended.  

As well as including some of our more historical sites, the walk also includes information on 

where you can purchase gifts, stamps and so much more. Your fantastic guides will give your 

insight into the local way of life whilst showing you our beautiful capital.  

The tour ends with a visit to the Historic Dockyard Museum where guests can browse at their 

leisure. The Walk will be taken at a leisurely pace and will include numerous opportunities 

for photographs. It is a 2-hour tour covering one and a half miles giving you plenty of time to 

make the most of your visit. The Falklands is renowned for its four seasons in one day so 

please be prepared for any weather. An information brochure will be provided with a 

stamped postcard included. 

Cost: USD48 per person  Minimum: 10 Maximum: 14  Duration: 2 hours  
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Contact Details:  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Carly East  
Tourism Coordinator - Sulivan Shipping Services Ltd.  
Falkland Islands  
Email: sulivantravel@horizon.co.fk 
Tel: 00500 22626 
Mobile (& WhatsApp): 00500 52625 
 
 
Dwight Joshua  
Tourism Assistant - Sulivan Shipping Services Ltd.  
Falkland Islands  
Email: tourism@sulivanshipping.com 
Tel: 00500 22626 
Mobile (& WhatsApp): 00500 52625 
 
 
Sulivan Shipping Services Ltd                                                                                                

P.O. Box 159                                                                                                                                      

Stanley, Falkland Islands                                                                                                                         

Tel: 0050022626  


